
LoNdOn’s fIrSt 
sTeP-fReE aRt tRaIl



Calling all artists
Join Whizz-Kidz and Morph on an
epic art adventure, summer 2023!

Next summer, central London will be transformed when 
it hosts up to 70 super-sized sculptures of much-loved 
children’s TV character, Morph. 

Located across London alongside iconic landmarks, each 
of our 70 blank Morph sculptures need to be transformed 
into a work of art and we are actively seeking 
submissions.  Designs are welcome from both emerging 
and established artists in any medium.  Designs will be 
shortlisted before being presented to our sponsors, who 
will select the final designs to be included in the trail’

Successful artists will be commissioned to re-create their 
design on one of our amazing sculptures.  On completion 
they will receive a £1,000 commission fee, as well as the 
opportunity to showcase their work as part of this 
ground-breaking event, to be seen and enjoyed by 
millions of members of the public!

Help bring this trail alive with your unique design!



THE MORPH SCULPTURES WILL BE CANVASSES FOR THE MORPH SCULPTURES WILL BE CANVASSES FOR 
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ACCESSIBILITY AND CONVERSATIONS ABOUT ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSIONINCLUSION  

LET’S MAKE EPIC ADVENTURES LET’S MAKE EPIC ADVENTURES 
ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE!ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE!  



We’re looking for a wide variety of designs and artistic styles 
that explore different themes. Here are some ideas…

Diversity
40% of Londoners are from 
Global Majority communities -
how can we celebrate 
London’s diversity?

Let’s Celebrate!
The trail runs from 19th June 
until 20th August.  Could you 
draw inspiration from any big 
public events happening during 
this time?

Accessibility
How could your design 
highlight the issues of getting 
around London for young 
wheelchair users?

Historical London
How can your design reflect
the history of iconic London? 
Could you take inspiration 
from it’s extensive past and 
famous landmarks?

Inspiration

Morph’s Mischievousness! 
Be playful and have fun with your designs, and reflect the well-loved 
mischievousness of Morph and his friends Chas, Grandmorph, Delilah, 
Nailbrush and the Very Small Creatures…



Be part of a high-profile, mass participation, public 
art event in central London, which will engage 
young people, communities and visitors.

Be part of a wider artist community that will raise 
significant funds for Whizz-Kidz and support young 
wheelchair users to become more mobile, enabled 
and included.

Encourage conversation and increase public 
awareness about the diverse needs of wheelchair 
users and how together, we can remove barriers and 
create a more inclusive society.

Gain visibility amongst the public, business 
community and media by having your work seen by 
hundreds of thousands of people, receiving social 
media marketing, and fun content for your channels!

Your name will appear on the sculpture plaque,
Trail map and app!’

Artists Benefits



The details
Each of our 70 blank Morph sculptures needs to 
be transformed into a work of art and we are 
actively seeking submissions.

Designs are welcome from both emerging and 
established artists in any medium.

Designs will be shortlisted before being 
presented to our sponsors.  Those that are 
successfully chosen will then be commissioned 
and upon completion each artist will receive a 
£1000 commission fee, as well as the opportunity 
to showcase their work as part of this ground-
breaking event.

NB: You will be required to sign our standard 
copyright agreement for each design.

Materials
While we welcome all art forms, experience has 
taught us that collage, sticking paper and/or paper-
based products onto the sculpture doesn’t prove as 
effective as painting or mosaics.  Please be aware 
that sculptures will be positioned outside for 10 
weeks exposed to the British weather. 

Water-based acrylic or emulsion paint is 
recommended, although artificial resin paint or 
two-component paint can also be used to paint or 
spray a design.  To complete your sculpture, it must 
be finished with a waterproof, non-yellowing 
varnish which will be provided. Artists must keep 
the base area of the sculpture clear.  When placed 
on the streets, each sculpture is bolted to a concrete 
plinth using fixings.



Submit your design

Further stipulations
Additionally, neither corporate logos nor advertising 
is allowed.  We cannot accept designs which infringe 
on 3rd party Intellectual Property, i.e., recognisable 
brands, logos, personalities, franchises and 
characters, etc.  Please kindly do not share your 
designs on social media until we are ready to launch.  

Artists will not be responsible for placing their 
sculptures on the streets or collecting them once the 
trail has closed.  We do ask artists to be available, if 
possible, during and after the event for any touch up 
work that may be required.  If an artist is unavailable, 
another artist will carry out this work.

Designs must be submitted online by midnight 
on Tuesday 1st November 2022.  Designs must 
be in high resolution PDF or JPEG format.  
Attachments must not exceed a file size of 2MB.  
Whizz-Kidz are not able to return any materials 
submitted.  Design templates can be downloaded 
and completed designs can be submitted at:

Each artwork will be displayed in public for 
several weeks.  Whizz-Kidz is a young person’s 
charity and Morph is a family brand, so designs 
must be family-friendly and suitable for all ages.  
Designs considered offensive will be immediately 
rejected.  Any design that is overtly religious, 
political, sexual in nature or include references
to tobacco, drugs or alcohol will not be accepted.

www.morphsadventurelondon.com



About whizz-Kidz

Whizz-Kidz is the UK’s leading charity for 
young wheelchair users.  We support young 
people by providing the wheelchairs, 
equipment, support and confidence-building 
experiences they need, whilst campaigning 
for a more inclusive society. 

Our vision is a society in which every young 
wheelchair user is mobile, enabled and 
included. We know that many more young 
people in London and across the country 
need our support.

Through this trail, Whizz-Kidz aims to raise 
enough money to empower 100 young 
people with a wheelchair which fully meets 
their needs.



About Young Wheelchair 
Users In The UK

Around 75,000 young people in the UK 
need a wheelchair to be mobile. 

Most young people aren’t getting a 
wheelchair that fully meets their needs 
through local services

For a young person, having the wrong 
wheelchair can lead to dependence on 
others, social isolation, poor mental 
health, pain and injury.

Without the ability to be independent 
young wheelchair users are restricted 
in their ability to socialise and 
participate in society.



Why morph? Morph is the animated clay 
character who made his TV 

debut in 1977 in the BBC 
children’s art show Take Hart, 
and who has recently returned 

to our screens, delighting a 
new generation of fans.  

Art is a part of Morph’s DNA!  Ever since his early days, 
Morph has been making mischief and encouraging 
generations of kids - and adults – to get creative.  

During the early series Morph’s freedom to live an 
independent life was limited by being physically 
restricted to the artist’s desk on which he lived. These 
restrictions echo the daily experience of many young 
wheelchair users’, who find their freedom and 
independence restricted by the world around them.  A 
new series on Sky Kids, The Epic Adventures of Morph, 
sees Morph venture out into the world, and we’d like to 
see the same unhindered opportunity available to all 
young wheelchair users across the UK.

Morph has bags of personality. He is fun, mischievous 
and adventurous. He reflects the young people Whizz-
Kidz supports, and the fact that our services ensures 
kids get to be just that, kids!



More about the trail 

Each Morph sculpture will feature a unique design by a wide 
variety of artists, to excite and inspire people of all ages. 

A Trail Map and App will help the public to navigate through 
London’s famous streets, including the South Bank of the River 
Thames and The City, discovering each sculpture, unlocking a 
series of rewards and fun facts, and learning about the 
experiences of young wheelchair users. 

School children will also have an exciting opportunity to 
decorate their own Mini Morph sculptures and visit their 
artwork on display alongside that of professional artists.  A 
learning programme for participating schools will help to 
educate students about the importance of accessibility and 
inclusion whilst fostering creativity.

Following the trail, the Morph sculptures will be auctioned to 
raise vital funds for Whizz-Kidz, supporting our work ensuring 
young wheelchair are mobile, enabled and included in society.







What makes this event so special?
Morph has bags of personality, and a wide appeal – he is loved by 
everyone from 5-year-old fans of his new show to those who remember 
him from the early days! The trail will have epic proportions – up to 70 
6ft Morph sculptures will be set against a stunning backdrop of some of 
London’s most iconic landmarks, including St Paul’s Cathedral, the Tate 
Modern, Tower Bridge, HMS Belfast and Leadenhall Market. 

This high quality, outdoor art trail stands apart; it will be designed to be 
completely step-free, and it will start important conversations about 
accessibility and inclusion. We will utilise the trail app, website, map, 
guidebook and dedicated social media channels to increase public 
awareness of the barrier's young wheelchair users face, provide a 
platform for young people to share their unique perspectives, and seek 
to inspire societal change.

The trail will also raise over £500,000 for Whizz-Kidz, enabling us to
provide vital wheelchairs and confidence-building experiences to many 
more young wheelchair users across the UK. 



Wild in Art is the leading and 
multi-award-winning producer 
of spectacular, mass-appeal 
public art events that connect 
businesses, creative sectors, 
schools and local communities

Connecting businesses, artists 
and communities through the 
power of creativity, Wild in Art 
events have enabled more 
than £19.5 million to be raised for 
charitable causes through 
auctions alone and helped 
millions of people of all ages to 
experience art in non-traditional 
settings.

Their art trails provide a platform 
for amateur and professional 
artists to showcase their work 
and to date their events have 
contributed more than £3.5 
million to creative communities!
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Front morph template

Height:  92cm/6ft
Width (elbow to elbow):  105cm
Depth (back of head to tip of nose):  30cm
Material/weight:  fibreglass/25kg



Back morph template
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Be part of the

EPIC
ADVENTURE

Thank you for your interest in 
Whizz-Kidz and Morph’s Epic Art 
Adventure in London.

We hope you can help bring joy, 
colour and a healthy dose of 
mischief to the streets of central 
London in the summer of 2023!



with Presenting Partners

Get in touch

morphsadventurelondon.com

morph@whizz-kidz.org.uk

0207 798 6136

#MorphsAdventureLondon

@MorphLDN

Whizz-Kidz registered charity number 802872.
Company registered in England and Wales No. 2444520

and Official Partners

© and TM Aardman 2022

A Wild in Art event
brought to you by Whizz-Kidz

Official Creative Partner Official Events Partner



Terms and Conditions 
No purchase necessary to enter. A valid email address is required . The successful
commissioned artists must enter into a separate artist agreement with Whizz-Kidz and will
be required to grant a licence in relation to all rights in the successful design that is
submitted.

Definitions
1. In these Terms and Conditions:
• “you” means the person or business that makes the submission.
• “Whizz-Kidz” means The Movement for Non-Mobile Children (Whizz-Kidz) (company

number 2444520), whose registered office is at 2nd Floor, 30 Park Street, London, SE1
9EQ and the charity of the same name with registered charity numbers 802872 (in
England and Wales) and SC042607 (in Scotland) and WHIZZ-MOBILITY CIC (company
number 04210138) whose registered office is at 2nd Floor, 30 Park Street, London SE1
9EQ.

• “Event” means the public art trail of Morph Sculptures titled 'Morph’s Epic Art Adventure
in London' to take place in the summer of 2023 which will be hosted by Whizz-Kidz,
Aardman and Wild in Art culminating in an auction of the Finished Morph Sculptures, and
all related advertising, promotion and merchandising.

• “Event Sponsor” means a person or organisation sponsoring one or more Morph
Sculptures.

• “Aardman” means Aardman Animations Limited (company number 02050843), whose
registered office is at Gas Ferry Road, Bristol, BS1 6UN and who is the owner of the
character "Morph" and all other characters that have appeared in or are associated with
the animation feature entitled The Epic Adventures of Morph.

• “Wild in Art” means Wild in Art Limited (company number 06166501), whose registered
office is at Unit 14 Bingswood Industrial Estate, Whaley Bridge, High Peak, England, SK23
7LY a consultant and curator of art trail events.

• "Base Morph Sculpture" means the three-dimensional Morph fibreglass sculptures that
will be provided to the winning artists.

• "Finished Morph Sculpture" means the Base Morph Sculpture with the finished Artwork
(as defined below) which will be used and auctioned at the Event.

• "Morph Sculpture" means either a Base Morph Sculpture or a Finished Morph Sculpture.

Eligibility
2. You may be either an amateur or a professional artist.
3. You must be aged 18 years or over and living in the United Kingdom.
4. By submitting one or more designs in accordance with these Terms and Conditions (the

"Design(s)") you agree:
a) to be bound by these Terms and Conditions (which may be amended or varied at any

time by us, with updates published on www.morphsadventurelondon.com/artists);
b) to accept the decisions of Whizz-Kidz and/or the Event Sponsor; and
c) confirm that you are eligible to do so. Whizz-Kidz may require you to provide proof that

you are eligible to make the submission.

Submission of Entries
5. You must submit Design(s) through the online Artist Submission Form, here:

www.morphsadventurelondon.com. There is no charge for submitting the Design(s).
6. You may submit up to three (3) Designs in total. You must submit each Design through a

separate Artist Submission Form.
7. You may upload a maximum of one file per submission. The file size limit for each Artist

Submission Form is 1GB. The file types allowed are: PDF, JPG and/or PNG.
8. By entering the Design(s) for consideration to be used as part of the Event, you warrant that

you have all required rights and consents to submit the Design(s) and (if your Designs are
chosen to be commissioned) you allow Whizz-Kidz, Aardman and the Event Sponsor to use
the Design in connection with the Event.

Deadline
9. The Design(s) must be received by Whizz-Kidz by 11:59pm on Tuesday 1st November 2022.

No allowances will be made for Designs that arrive later than this deadline. Any Designs that
are received after the deadline or otherwise in breach of these Terms and Conditions are
automatically disqualified.

Designs
10. The Design(s) must represent an original piece of work that you have the ability to reproduce

on a Base Morph Sculpture.
11. The Design(s) must not promote or refer to drugs, gambling, religious products and/or

messages, political products and/or messages, lewd sexual behaviour, weapons, tobacco, or
alcoholic beverages. The Design(s) must not contain any derogatory or disparaging
references to the animated character Morph or Aardman.

12. Any additions or modifications to the Base Morph Sculpture must be sufficiently strong to
maintain the structural integrity of the sculpture and must not cause injury.

13. You must be the sole author and owner of all intellectual property rights of the Design(s), or
if the Design(s) are not your own in full, you must have an exclusive licence, with the right to
sub-license, in writing from the owner(s) of all intellectual property rights in the Design(s)
and disclose this in your submission. Source material or proof of permission of another
person’s work and intellectual property rights must be made available on request by the
Whizz-Kidz, Aardman and/or the Event Sponsor.

14. Whizz-Kidz does not accept any liability in relation to use, publication, exploitation,
reproduction, public performance, copy, distribution, adaptation, display, preparing
derivative works and communication to the public of the Design(s).

15. You shall indemnify Whizz-Kidz, Wild in Art, the Event Sponsor and Aardman and their
affiliates against all liabilities, costs, expenses, damages and losses (including any direct,…

http://www.morphsadventurelondon.com/artists
http://www.morphsadventurelondon.com/


continued
…indirect or consequential losses, loss of profit, loss of reputation and all interest,
penalties and legal costs (calculated on a full indemnity basis) and all other reasonable
professional costs and expenses) suffered or incurred by them or their affiliates arising
out of or in connection with any claim by any third party relating to the intellectual
property rights in the Design(s).

Personal Information
16. If successful, Whizz-Kidz will keep your personal information for the duration of the

Event and in line with our retention policy. Whizz-Kidz has implemented appropriate
security measures to keep your personal information safe. See our privacy policy for
further details: www.whizz-kidz.org.uk/privacy. The personal information we process as
part of these Terms and Conditions includes your contact details (name, address, contact
number, email address), online identifiers (social media handles, website) and
submission details (artist name, title, description of artwork and your statement).

17. Your personal information (as provided in your Design submission) will be shared by
Whizz-Kidz with Wild in Art and the Event Sponsors and used for the purposes of
administering and evaluating the Event. Wild in Art processes personal information in
accordance with its privacy policy set out on its website here:
https://www.wildinart.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/privacy-policy/. Whizz-Kidz is not
responsible for the data protection practices of Wild in Art or the Event Sponsors.

18. For the performance of contracts relating to the Event, the contact details you provide
to Whizz-Kidz in your Design submission will also be shared with Wild in Art, who will
add you to its database and process your personal information in accordance with its
privacy policy set out on its website referred to above.

19. Whizz-Kidz may also use third party organisations to help deliver services (such as
sending emails) on its behalf. Whizz-Kidz has agreed contracts required by data
protection law with such third parties. Whizz-Kidz does not rent, swap or sell your
personal information to other organisations for them to use in their own marketing
activities.

20. If the Design(s) are commissioned to be used for the Event then you agree that your full
name, social media handles and photograph will be published and used for promotional
purposes in relation to the Event, including but not limited to on the Event art trail, on
the Event website, on the Event app, social media and in local and national media. See
also terms 25 and 26 below, regarding the announcement of the artists.

Commissioning of Designs
21. The Design(s) will be reviewed by Whizz-Kidz, Wild in Art and Aardman who will choose

the Design(s) that will be submitted to the second stage of selection. At the second
stage, the shortlisted designs will be presented to the Event Sponsors for the final
selection.

22. Between fifty (50) and seventy (70) Designs will then be commissioned following
selection by the Event Sponsors. The Event Sponsors' decisions on all matters relating to
the Design(s) to be commissioned are final. No further correspondence will be entered

into. The commission is not negotiable or transferable.
23. Whizz-Kidz will contact the successful commissioned artists personally as soon as practicable

after the Announcement Date (as defined below), using the contact details
provided in the Artist Submission Form.

24. Whizz-Kidz will publish the surname and other details of the artists at Morph’s Epic Art
Adventure website on 29th November 2022 (“Announcement Date”).

25. If you object to your details being published or made available, please contact Whizz-Kidz at
morph@whizz-kidz.org.uk. Even in such circumstances, you should note that Whizz-Kidz
must still provide information regarding the artists to the Advertising Standards Authority on
request.

26. The artists will be required to enter into a separate standard form contract with Whizz-Kidz,
setting out the full terms and conditions of the engagement (the "Artist Agreement").

27. Whizz-Kidz will award the artists production of the Design(s) on Base Morph Sculptures in
accordance with the Artist Agreement for a fee of £1,000 per Finished Morph Sculpture. The
fee will be paid on completion of the artist’s reproduction of the Design on the Base Morph
Sculpture ("Artwork") to create the Finished Morph Sculpture and acceptance of it by Whizz-
Kidz and Aardman.

28. If the successful artist does not enter into the Artist Agreement with Whizz-Kidz by 16
December 2022 they will be withdrawn from this process and Whizz-Kidz reserves the right
to offer the commission to another eligible entrant selected from the submitted Designs that
were received before the closing date referred to in term 10

29. Whizz-Kidz further reserves the right to offer the commission to another eligible entrant in
the event that:
b) An artist cannot be contacted or is not available (after making two (2) attempts to

contact the artist over two (2) days), or
c) An artist is in breach of these Terms and Conditions in the reasonable opinion of Whizz-

Kidz.

Production
30. For each of the artists, Whizz-Kidz will provide one Base Morph Sculpture, at no charge to

the artist, to recreate their Design on the Base Morph Sculpture. No other use of the Morph
Sculpture is permitted.

31. The cost of materials to be used to recreate the artist's Design on the Base Morph Sculpture
is the artist's responsibility with the exception of varnish, which will be provided by Whizz-
Kidz at no charge.

32. The project will not be able to provide a centralised painting space, so artists need to make
arrangements to complete their commissions in personal studios or work places. Whizz-Kidz
will look to subsidise delivery costs for collection and return, up to the value : (i) £25 per
journey of 25 miles or less; and (ii) up to £50 per journey more than 25 miles, any additional
costs will need to be contributed to by the artist from their fee. Whizz-Kidz will work with all
artists to make sure any costs are kept to a minimum and ensure sculptures are moved
securely.

33. Artists will be required to provide a list of materials that will be applied to the Base Morph…

http://www.whizz-kidz.org.uk/privacy
https://www.wildinart.co.uk/terms-and-conditions/privacy-policy/
mailto:morph@whizz-kidz.org.uk


continued
...Sculpture, to include the type of material, brand and colour.

34. The Morph Sculptures remain the property of Whizz-Kidz and the Event Sponsors at all
times in respect of the Finished Morph Sculptures held by them and must be returned to
Whizz-Kidz in good condition, suitable for public display.

35. The Event shall be of high quality and Whizz-Kidz reserves the right to withhold any sum
payable to an artist if in its sole opinion the quality of the Artwork and the Finished
Morph Sculpture falls below that which can be reasonably expected for public display at
the Event and/or is materially different from the Design the artist submitted.

36. If a Morph Sculpture is returned unfinished or deemed irreparable due to damage while
in an artist's possession, the artist shall be charged the full replacement cost of the
Morph Sculpture.

Art Trail and Auction
37. The intention is for the Finished Morph Sculptures to be displayed as part of the Event.

However, the timing of the art trail may be subject to change or delay, including in
relation to COVID-19.

38. Following the end of the public art trail, the Finished Morph Sculptures will be auctioned
to raise money for the charity Whizz-Kidz. Some Sponsors may be allowed at the sole
discretion of Whizz-Kidz to keep one of the Finished Morph Sculptures that was
sponsored by them and such Finished Morph Sculptures will not be auctioned.

Copyright and Licencing
39. Aardman owns all intellectual property rights in relation to Morph, including in the Base

Morph Sculptures.
40. Copyright and all other intellectual property rights in the Design(s) belong to and remain

with you.
41. If you are a successful artist, you agree to:

a) grant to each of Whizz-Kidz, Wild in Art, the Event Sponsor and Aardman an
exclusive irrevocable fully paid royalty free licence (with the right to sub-license) to
use, exploit, reproduce, publicly perform, copy, distribute, adapt, display, prepare
derivative works, publish and communicate to the public the Design(s) and the
Artwork in perpetuity in connection with the Event and thereafter for promotional
purposes;

b) waive to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law all moral rights to the
Artwork except to receive credit as the author of the Artwork and agree that
Aardman shall have the unfettered right to modify, crop or alter the Finished
Morph Sculpture (or any part of them) in any way that they think fit including
combining the Artwork with other content, images, text and graphics, and you shall
not assert any moral rights against Whizz-Kidz, Wild in Art, the Event Sponsor and
Aardman and/or their affiliates worldwide, except to receive credit as the author
of the Design(s) and Artwork.

42. You consent to the use of your Design(s) and the Artwork (including photographs of the

Artwork), your name and photograph in promotional materials by Whizz-Kidz, Wild in Art, the
Event Sponsor and Aardman, without any further compensation or further consent.

General
43. Whizz-Kidz reserves the right to hold void, suspend, cancel, or amend this artist call-out

where it becomes necessary to do so.
44. Whizz-Kidz accepts no responsibility for any incorrect or inaccurate information, for any

error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operation or transmission, line
failure, theft or destruction or unauthorised access to Design submissions, for Design
submissions lost or delayed whether or not arising during operation or transmission as a
result of server functions, virus, bugs or other causes outside its control (to the fullest extent
permitted by law).

45. These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English
law and any dispute arising out of or in connection with these Terms and Conditions shall be
subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.


